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ABSTRACT
THE SHARPEST TOOTH
December 2011
Shea Michael Donovan Mullaney, BA, University of Massachusetts Boston
MFA, University of Massachusetts Boston
Directed by Distinguished Lecturer Joyce Peseroff 
This thesis comprises 38 poems. A mixture of free and formal verse, these 
collected works include poems created during the author's graduate study in Creative 
Writing in addition to earlier poems substantially revised during that time period. Themes 
of the work include family dynamics, social responsibility, eroticism, digital technology, 
as well as American and queer identity, from a post-structuralist perspective.
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VIRGINITIES
A long time since the days of put-a-seed-
in-a-cup-and-watch-it-grow.  Since meeting 
in the garden, my fear reflecting her 
exceptional face.  Since my hummingbird 
first pulsed its wings (initial pecks, not-quite-connecting 
kisses, and rough repeated 
intersecting; each of us becomes the wild knife-throw 
in the other’s swollen margins, lodged 
in a few seconds long-longed-for when breath 
catches, when vision stars),
and we finished a first in our series of partings.
Garden birds alerted us to evening's shadow 
wiping away the welts of two virginities 
overcome in the zealous heat of August.
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DAY: 1. NUDES: 2. SAND: X. LOVE: ∆.
I discovered myself no longer
alone on the strand. I sought to cover 
myself with waves, but an emphatic 
“hello!” rooted me to the volcanic
sands of Cabbage Tree Bay.
“Welcome to our first naked day
together,” you called from a towel bed,
“would you mind sunscreening my back?”
An equal burn threatened my head.
Our feet became littered with black
grains as we ran the waterline; iridescence
swam across our hands in swells.
We began to gift each other our skins,
our treasured paua shells.
for Aotearoa
2
LOVE IS AN I,
the square root of -1,
which isn't a real number
but a projected deficit.
Every deficit 
proffers its victims its roots; 
things imaginatively multiplied  
by themselves tell us we're losing
ground we've filled:
I misunderstand your slow 
approach; you come to hate grapefruit
seeds on the kitchen bench.
The lights may be turned off,
and perhaps we hang a bit lean
in our pants when we wear them,
but I would estimate you
 
and I have so far run 
a relative profit,
a tight ship. Ahoy, you.
for Alan
3
WHO KICKS TOO HARD
“Give ‘er a good kick.”
Doesn’t he know a mighty kick
will turn the untrained mare 
into a kite catching an updraft?
“Hah-duh, boy!”
Black heels push the stirrups down. 
New muscles squeeze 
the saddle’s crest.
“KICK HER!”
Each heartbeat is a quake, 
each breath is a prayer
to this mare or to God
or to my Grandfather for mercy.
So far the lunge-whip stays 
unused in his leather hand;
“Gahdamnit, wouldya kick ‘er like ya friggin’ mean it”
 
cracks across my back.  My feet 
rocket, boomerang, 
re-connect 
with the gray ribs—
“That oughta be sweet!”
  
A thoroughbred filly on her first go 
gallops faster than time:
trees—Gramps—barn—fence—
unspool 
into white strings I've seen   
in hyperspace as a spaceship 
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overtakes stars—
until she rears—
and my legs snap 
like neglected tack 
straining to hold—“Jump, boy!”—
Too late for that, old man!
Paddock dirt. 
On my back.
Sun-blind.
 
Grandfather blocks the sun, 
says nothing over me for some time.
A curvy show of teeth interrupts 
his reddened face; dusty breath leaks through.
  
I shalt not show him tears. Like bones 
Nana carefully leaves 
in my grandfather's herring, an apology 
would gum up his craw.
 
And what I hear is this:
“Goes to show ya,
next time yer breakin’,
don’ kick so hahd.”
5
GARDEN TAO
Excellence in a house, the ground.
Excellently founded, it will not be uprooted.
After the War, my great-grandfather 
and his son carted home the remnants 
of the original Plymouth Bank,
its sandstone facade and granite vault
in shatters. Father and son
jury-rigged a house 
out of a forest cabin on Billington Sea, 
capped it with a retaining wall 
and eventually a patio.
Father and son expanded, 
wired, and shellacked, 
but at my grandmother' insistence
had in “a proper mason” for the chimney.
They spared my grandmother 
enough circular driveway garden,
an approximation of her native Wiltshire,
and dumped the rest in the yard.  
A nine-story tower begins as a heap of earth.
The geometry of a family 
reveals itself in walls. Worn stones 
make excellent walls 
for modern gardens. 
My design rests on the leys 
of the earth; 
I demarcate my garden 
with granite cornerstones. 
Sandstone former columns 
continue the garden's line, 
brace a second row 
of crumbled cornices and sculpted relief. 
A balanced stone does no work; 
it rests on its surrounding stones.
For many days I fit one rock 
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at a time into the others.
And so a wise person,
dressed in shabby clothes, 
hides jade under his shirt.
 
I prepare a bed of manure and loam;
the waste-heat of compost to warm 
bulbs and rhizomes through winter.
A weeping red maple governs
from the garden's highest point.
Junipers spread 
from tree foot to wall.  
Water for the maple 
also nourishes the junipers.
They don't contend with the tree.
The tree doesn't contend with them.
The strong and the great stand lowest 
the soft and the weak stand highest.
I want every flower 
in the plant store
to lay color for each season:
hosta bells, foxglove horns, 
ribbon rose candies, 
writhing rhododendron, 
Sweet William to blush 
beside a gaggle of Black-eyed Sues.
Things growing wild as weeds 
all turn back to the root.
With each beginning, I must remember 
to leave several inches between plantings.
This garden will surpass my design.
Yes, things: 
sometimes you reduce them 
and find them enlarged.
7
BIRDS CAN'T HELP THEMSELVES
Pretend
you never march alone to your heartbeat;
the windshield wipers slap in time, and you're Bobby McGee;
puddles won't flood your engine, can't engulf you as you speed 
through with balding tires;
you won't pass a cemetery on the shortcut from convenience 
store to home; 
you don't know every grave on the way; 
your familiar cigarette smoke won't hurry you to your stone. 
Drive
the same road your grandfather took 
you down in a pony cart thirty years ago.
Remember 
the trees you grew under,
gone for pulp, ash, or timber.
Ignore
the late McMansions,
teenage drivers, newly-minted and careening
around the hairpins of this narrow bog road.
Pretend
there's still a place for pony carts;
we don't divide things with walls 
composed almost entirely of space.
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Even stones, even you 
are mostly space; pretend 
you haven't filled it all 
with faded prizes.
Birds 
are your only witnesses,
but they don't sing for you.
They can't help singing.
9
PLEASE COMPLETE OUR FORM
About me:
I need the man who eats out and prefers 
eating in.  He should be taller than me—
and thinner.  I like two-day stubble outlines 
of sloppy grin sandwiches on toasted lips 
I savor each morning. Twice at night.
I like the man who likes that I like to make 
his bed after I finish sleeping in it, while he's 
in the kitchen wrapping bacon in sourdough.
I like the man who knows when to shut 
his eyes, when to open his mouth 
to thank his Maker I’m familiar 
with a trinity of triggers on the body 
to make a man unlace
 
his ragged workman's boots and drop
them down among two pairs of cycle-shorts 
and cotton socks on the floor 
he vacuumed yesterday—please—
be the man 
who succumbs to noon-time texted invites 
to a tumble, and if it pleases 
become the man who's unafraid of such
unseemly fumbles, and I can only please 
the man who resists his urge to mumble 
just-loud-enough to later plausibly deny 
he said anything.
About you:
You're into all of the above and then some.
10
REST STOP ON RTE. 128
Tap your foot for a blowjob
reads the ebony invitation.
Who really does such things?
I’m only here to shit in solitude,
the way prey hides waste to protect itself 
and predators commence a hunt.
The outside door opens; 
evening traffic sounds flood the room
as footsteps advance and enter 
the adjacent stall.  
  Tap. 
The stall’s lock is broken Tap. Tap.
the doors in here swing 
in both directions.
Tap. Tap. Tap.  
Then nothing.  
When I leave my shelter of hammered metal, 
a husband on the corpulent side of thirty-nine
eyes me as though I’m a limping hare. 
I pulled up beside him as I parked outside,
saw the Patriots sticker on his truck as I passed.
And I've seen that pale mark on his third finger 
before. This isn't the first time 
this has happened here, 
and I wonder why
there’s never enough soap 
in restroom dispensers.
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PUSHING UP
Death scrambles Denver omelets 
in my kitchen. He broke a rule 
and spent the night.
We'll live.
We're both so sick 
to death
of the quick affairs,
we stretch our time out. 
 —Enjoy these eggs.—
He brews a deadly pot 
of Sumatra and pours two mugs. 
Death's a man who comes back 
until he does it right. I need 
a killer lover. “What position 
shall we try on our next date?”
—Always thinking ahead. Why 
    I'm sweet on you, kid.  Now sit.
    Enjoy the joe.—
“One morning will you brew me 
Lapsang tea with mint and a squirt
of belladonna?” Death bites 
his tongue. Tart lips treacle my cheek,
and he leaves for work without 
making promises; 
I no longer push the point.
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MOTHS OF NORTHPORT
Mottled, long-lobed wings 
beat quickly in a Downeast sunset. 
They've spent most of a lifetime 
encircling the blue buzzing coil 
disguised as hydrangea bloom. 
The boy has watched since noon, 
building twilight visions from moth 
fragments on the ground:
On this spot the Emperor Gum
ended a lengthy reign
of Tasman jungle
Here a Little Glassy Wing
surrendered her ghost
when she lost her beloved
Mitchell’s Satyr, a warrior 
betrayed to his death 
by a Dusted Skipper's venom
The boy listens for the ZAP, 
waits for loosed wings to helicopter 
into his upturned hands.
   
The boy reserves his favorite wings 
in his father’s Cuban cigar box, 
thinking the box contains forever.
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DREAM SAW
I dreamed I sawed 
the dog in half.  It was her
and not.  Five strokes 
with my elbow extended
—back, forth—
each cut bringing a new 
mortal howl, 
until I made it all the way through 
ribcage, through sinew, through spine.  
Finally, it was finished.
*   
I dreamed I sewed 
the dog back together, then 
held on.  She wouldn’t come back 
to life, separate nor rejoined;
she wasn’t a worm.
The dog was dying before 
I took up the saw, before I had to 
stitch her up.  Waking, I remembered
I’d forgotten my saw 
inside her.
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OUR SEX WAS SO GOOD
we named it Ollie. But I can’t remember, 
can’t remember Ollie-sneaking-out 
under the sight-line of your father's telescope 
always aimed at his stars. Ollie-in-the-dark, 
Ollie-in-come-free from the hoary 
Sweet Pea vines in your mother's 
mail-order greenhouse; 
can’t remember Ollie-loves-a-morning
against the kitchen sink, dishwasher freshly 
loaded.  Ollie-behind-a-plastic-cordon
in the renovated wing of the reptile 
house.  Ollie-out of that itchy 
sweater.  Ollie-in sweat-stained 
suede.  Ollie-so-thick I can't 
remember you forking 
my lasagna beforehand,
playing hooky for a Friday-of-Ollie,
you fixing my watch so I wouldn't be late 
for Tuesdays-with-Ollie. I can’t remember 
the last time your hands emptied 
my pockets, finding a number for sex 
named Spike instead of Ollie;
can’t remember tripping 
over telling you 
I never saw that spike.
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#TOP100LIES UNDER 140 CHARACTERS
I'll be there in five minutes.
Eating tiger penis will harden you forever.
Wealth trickles down.
I still love you.
Forward this to ten people or you will die.
A separate Self exists.
A separate Santa exists.
The poor are the ones who rip you off the most.
The rich are self-made.
I've finished my homework.
I won't tell anyone about your webbed toes.
This is my first time.
Yes.
I have read the terms and conditions.
I can't live without you.
Don't worry about me. 
We're not hiring.
I've just won the House Cup for Gryffindor!
Voldemort's nose ring is fierce.
I've never read Harry Potter.
I'll call you.
We'll get together again.
Absolutely/absolutely not.
My drinking is under control.
I'm Batman.
I need two dollars for a bus to visit my Grandma.
I don't have ten dollars to give you.
We're listening.
There will be no retaliation.
No, you're not paranoid.
I couldn't hurt you.
Never.
Your baby is adorable!
Your baby doesn't look like me.
Didn't you get my email?
I got a new cell phone, and I lost my contacts.
I can't.
You have to.
I don't care that you unfriended me.
I don't miss my ex.
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I practice safe sex.
My great-grandma was a Cherokee princess.
Some of my best friends are black.
This is my last stick of gum.
I repent.
Touching yourself will blind you.
My sins were washed clean, hallelu.
I wasn't told.
It must have gone straight to voicemail.
It's not you, it's me.
Men aren't all about sex.
I've never had bigger.
You're the best.
I thought about it.
I love breakfast food for dinner every day.
You don't have to repay me.
The back of your hair looks awesome.
Women aren't all about sex.
I have nothing to wear.
I don't normally do this.
God wants it that way.
The sex was consensual.
I was just testing you.
I have another call.
I'm resting my eyes.
I haven't had plastic surgery.
I am a singer/actor/model/dancer/author/TV personality.
I'm not wearing a bit of make-up.
I didn't eat your chocolate bar.
I'll join WeightWatchers on Monday.
I'm not mad.
Don't bring a thing but yourself.
I can go all night.
Until death do us part.
Those people are the perverts.
It will never happen again.
We'll still be friends.
I'm a vegetarian (except for fish and chicken).
Broccoli and brussel sprouts are yummy!
This fast food wrapper doesn't make me look fat.
You're a good cook.
I'm serious.
Global warming is a lie.
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Go forth and multiply.
Slavery is over.
She's just a friend.
I'm single and happy.
It's not my fault.
He's my soulmate.
You can take it with you.
I'm not going anywhere.
The worst thing is being ugly.
I'm over it.
You're welcome.
To be honest (as opposed to the rest of the time)...
These are real.
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XIV
A man and a man and a woman and a woman 
And a poet and an automatic rifle and a bullet 
And a blackbird
Are one.
XV
I'm totally beaking 
Out my own eye.
Tomorrow.
After tomorrow, 
I’ll never ogle 
The eye of another 
Blackbird.
XVI
Sex sells.
Sex sells poetry.
Blackbirds sell poetry.
I've sold poetry 
for sex.
XVII
Blackbirds are sexy wherever 
Pigeons are considered
Ugly.
XVIII
O, glutted citizens 
Of the city square, 
Evacuate your squishy 
Coils. How absently 
You out-produce 
The most beloved 
Blackbird. Bestow
Pearls where 
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I just this moment wished 
To walk, 
Or on my forehead, 
A sign 
Of Grace
In certain countries. 
XIX
Did you know
The abridged pigeon 
Beak bites with the strength
Of a baker’s dozen?
XX
Pigeon biographies always end
With their protagonist crushed 
By the crowd at a ballgame,
Or conscientiously 
Poisoned by the groundskeeper.
XXI
Please do something 
With your blackbird: 
Stuff it
And serve it on Thanksgiving.
I’d be thankful. I love blackbird.
XXII 
I’ll take my tuxedo
With a soft pretzel;
I wear my cowboy 
Hat with pigeon feathers.
XXIII
Wallace Stevens is the answer 
To tonight's Daily Double:
What is the sound 
Of one pigeon clapping.
20
575
Popsicle fingers leech warmth 
from the same cup desiccated lips 
adhere to amid prayers 
of thanks for hot coffee.
Sun tickles sky into daylight,
and the morning vigil breaks;
the express bus has arrived
four minutes late.
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BORROWED MOMENTS
Teacup to saucer after morning lovemaking,
my nose pressed inside 
a butterscotch hollow of collarbone. The jugular 
pulses beneath my cheek, 
his blood counting out moments borrowed 
from a miserly alarm clock.
Two punches of a snooze 
button until I push 
him from his own bed.  
How he hates to be late.
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DON'T STOP YOUR HAND
That look. Our eyes snap together with the same sound 
I imagine your denim jacket makes when you button it 
each morning.  Horns of an indie band I've never heard 
bray from the café speakers;  trumpets underscore 
the dialogue we’re about to start.
Later, relieved reverberation of clothing hitting floor.
“Yes,” the carpet whispers to our discarded briefs 
(mine are faded blue, yours unbroken white) 
“I’ve waited for this pair.” On your way 
I give you reason to remove your hand 
from doorknob. Flesh yields better than brass.
Nights you never remembered: 
your tequila breath wreathed my head, 
your face rose in a confused flush above me.
Dueling until dawn, then nutmeg musk and sweat 
of making up tomorrow.  
I forget what's in front of me.  
The migration of dishes 
to the sink tells me I still eat.  
The phone’s silence declares 
my bills are already paid.
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JUSTICE, SERVED DAILY
Criminals and traffic violators
check in together on Dot Ave, 
paperwork in hand.
“Step up and get your hot justice, 
served daily,” the guard repeats  
as her wand reads bodies 
leaving minds secure.
I empty my pockets: 
ibuprofen, seventy-two cents,
three stolen ballpoints, two receipts, 
wallet, keys.
Each of us brings a story,
reasons why we don’t belong 
here.  We share yawns 
as we wait and pens 
as we wait. We share Boston 
Heralds as we wait, and polite 
sidelong snoops as we wait 
to be called to Room 152.  
Some wonder as we wait—
What could a twentyish bald girl 
have done to get here? 
Criminal.
Does this dude think a pierced lip 
and shells in dreadlocked hair 
make him look innocent? 
Traffic ticket.
Is a silk shirt with French seams 
overkill for traffic court?  
Habitual speeder 
or detests red lights.
Justice inflames us
as it cools our heels.
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RUBY CAPTURED
White buttons climb the length of her dress 
in this sepia image of my grandmother 
scavenged from a Woolworth's shoebox 
from the corner of the highest shelf in her closet.
In it, Ruby's on her last train-ride in India, 
all buttoned and bound for Bombay, 
from there to sail from a childhood of scorpion stings 
and turmeric-stains.  The War had spread 
from Continent to Ceylon, with every expatriate 
Briton recalled to keep Hitler from the homeland.  
No more sahibs.
With the snapshot, a colorless pressed lily, 
an aerogramme, a ticket to the Skywalk opening 
at the new Prudential, and a second photo 
of my grandfather in uniform.   
As this image of Ruby was printed
Americans weren't part of the War effort.
Raymond wouldn't be in Salisbury 
for five more years. He wasn't yet a stranded 
American sending his own picture Stateside. 
He hadn't met the displaced shop-girl
in Mr. Harding’s studio who’d say 
Give me a family; there's nothing left for me here.
In my hand sixty years later, Ruby's holding 
a gloved left hand to her narrow chest;
her right hand appears softly clenched.
Her thighs cross properly as she perches 
on the boxcar’s padded bench. Contributions 
from two islands show in her mix of milk-skim 
skin and black-glass hair. A typhoon of curls 
halos her face; her hat surfs the storm 
like the upcoming ocean-liner.  The captured Ruby 
forever turns to the ginger hills beyond the train 
window, and my grandmother stayed facing East 
for the whole of my young life. 
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DRINK ME BLACK
for Gwendolyn Brooks
Why do you
water me down?
Cream me up?
Pour that sugar
on my face?
Why must you
disrespect 
how I'm made 
to be made?
You ain't sweet.
I ain't sweet.
Ain't yes ma'am.
ain’t any way
you like it, sir.
I exist 
to wake you;
I should sting
as I go down.
Drink me beautiful;
drink me darker 
than a power outage,
deeper than 
a dilated pupil.
26
WON’T DIE TODAY
You won’t die today; 
no. You can't afford to 
crawl on your belly 
like a sidewinder or sick animal, 
or dry up and fall away 
like a bud in a drought.
How many nights do you regret?  
How many tears on tap can you guzzle? 
You've leaked an inland ocean 
from the sides of your eyes, 
enough water for a phalanx 
of date palms.
You won’t die today: 
you're the nomad and the dromedary. 
You are cactus flowers 
after rain, that fuchsia climax 
among thorns.
27
THE PENNY MAN
He looks as though he needs 
them, but the old man doesn't 
pick the pennies from the sidewalk.
He turns them so that Abraham
Lincoln faces the sky, so he can be 
someone else's luck,
so that on every fallen cent
I pass that sorrowful profile
and face the threadbare penny man 
pitching copper into the air 
the way his friends throw birdseed.
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CHIEF SUNDAY
“Get up, get up,” moans my mother, 
“Chief Sunday is dead.  Dig a hole in the barnyard.” 
We bury the llama on Tuesday morning.
I can’t completely close Sunday’s eyes, 
but three tugs soften her death stare.  
A final shearing so my mother can make a scarf
for my stepfather: “She’ll keep him warm 
when chemotherapy makes him cold.”
We stand on the finished grave, 
and I think ground doesn’t exist—
just small particles suspended  in a galaxy, 
behaving as if they relate. One scientist sent 
a photon through a chemically-altered mirror.
The thing split, but the halflings tried 
incessantly to return to a single point, 
as though still attached—still one thing. 
My grandmother and her twin 
would travel two thousand miles to see 
one another, and arrive wearing the same outfit 
in different colors.  I’ve stood on their graves too—
six feet above neutrons I once revolved around, 
from cootchie-coo to not-pulling-through.
They’re gone. Standing here, I’m already going.
Perhaps my eighteen-thousand-dollar porcelain 
teeth will survive me. Private candles 
and public blazes.  
I think about the record, about unearthing 
God’s uncrashable, read-only memory. 
Sunday leaves my stepfather a scarf, 
my mother less to do in the morning,
leaves me words that last as long as paper, 
as long as the bytes hang together on a hard-drive.
We’ll plant an oak tree over Sunday. 
When it falls, the vibration will have to pass 
an eardrum to become a sound.  
Otherwise, it just falls.
29
HOBBLE
Hobble stabs the asphalt 
with that flashy silver crutch a his, 
hustles his way down the stopped line
of Lexus-Taurus-SUV
until he gets to my window—
the only one rolled down,
holdin up a sign 
which says he fought 
to buy my freedom.
Bound to be some differences 
tween Hobble and me—
like my 75 cents 
which he now's got 
an I don'h.  
Hobble looks grateful.
He don' look clean. 
Maybe this car which I got 
cheap off my aunt 
befouh she flew off south.
See what Hobble doesn' know this car 
don' eveh get mouh than 
quartuh-tanks full now 
gas is fouh bucks.
So speakin a clean, yestehday 
I was sittin in Mum's living room.  
She calls it a pahluh, but we know 
betteh.  So anyway, I pulled a flea
off a my skin and swouh 
to Mumma I was clean 
since 4:30 this mahning.
Mum always said 
I got potential rollin off 
like landslides.  
She tells me trouble is 
everyone, includin me, is always 
standin up at the bottom 
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and lookin the wrong way 
when the rocks hit.
Anyhow I got no more cash, 
so I give Hobble my hand-rolled cigarette. 
I smoked one a these with a TV judge, 
the honorable Enohmity hehself 
in a tiny package a civilian clothes.
I smoked anotheh with a fat 
ol woman with no front teeth 
that night she tried to hustle me 
in the alley cross from Berklee.
To my “No thanks, but I'm flattehed” 
she laughed “No  one eveh said that
to me before!” befouh she popped 
a squat. The mouh she let go, 
the mouh pee shy I got.
I smoked anotheh 
out behind the Eagle with a man 
so fine I couldn' hustle him 
afteh we weh done—
he had the same face 
as my uncle when he came.
Weihd.
Traffic light’s changed. 
Windows comin down 
an hohns rollin up.  
Hobble’s recently vacated 
my reahview, thanks very much.
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WE WEAR THE HOOD
Buckeye, give a Yank his moment's say.
Hurry (if you won't linger) on your way.
Don't let mummy screen your new friends;
your life is now your own to tend.
Brutal or bitchy, buff or bearish, every kind
brings prepackaged charms, but never mind—
you won't be so pretty so long, so be wise;
wolves have the whitest grins (and hairy thighs).
Before you fly, Buckeye, the hardest truth:
sweetest tongue hides sharpest tooth.
for Nicholas
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TRYING YOUR SESTINA TEMPLATE, I WROTE A PALINDROME (SO I MADE 
MY OWN.)
after Daniel Ari
A thirty-nine line form, the classic sestina 
remains popular in poetry workshops—six sestets 
concluded by tercet. Its repetition 
is calculated using six end-words, 
a.k.a. teleutons. Its trick is that these six
teleutons appear seven times. 
Strictly sequenced, each of the six 
follows each of the other five precisely one time.
First lines of successive stanzas repeat 
final teleuton of the previous sestet.
Greeks dubbed this anaphora, where final word
introduces forthcoming stanza. A sestina
requires a lean hand; obese words 
like death, love, heart, and seep flatten repetition.
Take 2nd from 1st line of prior set of six;
3rd line begs from preceding 5th its end;
dress your 4th in last-season 2nds for a time;
close your 5th with former 4th.  Succeeding sestets'
6th lines stop on prior 3rd.. By stanza six, 
anaphora is demonstrably a sestina's
most salient feature. Well-linked sestets
arch like grand stairwells.  By the time 
you have the pattern of repetition
down pat, you find the sixth is the final six-
line stanza. A tercet knot fastens a sestina
by compressing into three lines seventh repetitions
of all six teleutons and some sense of time.
A mnemonic for the weft of this half-sestet:
Powers that BE in windy DC twist words
to save themselves from FAlling on swords. Sestina
form is just the skin of a deeper tale: the #6
cause of marital separation is repetition.
You told me you told me so how many times? 
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Sestinas scandalize with naughty sestets,
secret substitutes. As do lovers. Where are end-words
to forgive carnal deja vú? Your silence the last teleuton?
Along with my six unanswered apology calls, screen this sestina.
“You never take advice, says Ted, my shrink. (I need more time!)
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MYTH OF MY INDIAN ANCESTRY
We live on grandmother’s scrub pine hill, 
above a spring-fed crystal kettle 
pond, where each season a smaller 
remainder of herring spawn.  Nights out here, 
the moon is low and covers the lake.
You walk her seas if you cross the wake.
You hear coyotes swallow the native goslings, 
whose name is onomatopoetic: 
See-konk.  See-konk. I swear I’ve heard 
the coyotes belch and chortle afterward.
I've laughed at the hawk who snatched 
the ornamental terrier from behind
the aluminum and plastic pleasure 
palace (complete with cathedral ceiling) 
of our new neighbor, Kublai Khan.  
I've watched the silver foxes trot
across my mother’s lawn; they never caught 
me looking. My mother swore the first time 
she couldn't ride her horse straight 
through to the State Forest without crossing 
sub-developments—pine coated in plastic.  
My mother hates them, enjoys processing 
down the middle of these new roads  
as her vain mare whinnies 
then craps an adieu
at the poly-blended toddlers 
who can’t follow us through 
what’s left of the woods, 
We’ve always been here, to be true, 
but here is always more gone.  
Each summer my mother 
gallops faster, pointing her horse 
north, tracking back in time.
My matriarch—ma mere, as it were--
likes her tales; she raised me on murky 
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lore. My great-great-grandfather,
 
for instance: Aquinnah, Pocasett, 
or maybe Narragansett, but not likely 
Mashpee.  And not white 
like me.  Red Ed Westgate 
married to Miss Emma Bourne, so well-bred. 
Only her unfortunate choice of mate
barred her from the poop 
of the family schooner and the slip 
where it docked. To think 
we could’ve owned a town at the brink 
of a bridge famed for jumpers, 
if not for that lady’s peculiar color 
-blindness.  Mom shows me 
their daughter’s picture: 
Look at the high bridge of her 
nose. Your grandfather inherited that instead. 
His was bigger.  And more red. 
look at that straight black hair!
No one else in our line 
had such a head!
This story is true; it has to be.
None of my family thinks it 
funny when I say she looks 
more Sal Mineo Cheyenne 
than Wampanoag.  My uncle 
wishes me luck, whispers that my glass
slipper is an infertile moccasin.
It doesn't matter that my soul
pads like Wolf, surges with Red-tail.
It doesn't matter how many coals 
I cross without blister,
and not for all the sage I burn 
will I ever understand the just rage
of the genocided.  Whatever 
the genetics of my spit,
I’m not an Indian.  I live with it.
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NIGHT DUST TEARS
  
someone's under the dust           
the dust from blue 
warheads in an upturned palm
her hands used to shake 
they used to climb flagpoles 
so she could stick her tongue to the icy 
ball at the top
she was always someone who couldn’t keep 
her tongue from places tongues don’t belong 
but what can’t be 
tolerated will be medicated & 
now none of her ducts dilate 
not the width of a tear
her pores are perfectly 
reduced     refined    invisible 
no drops squeeze thru                     
just dust
her mouth opens throat fills with mushroom cloud & 
other extinctions
dust buries tracks, chills pain receptors & erogenous zones
her hands remain unfrozen they draw word from dust 
under sinking 3AM stars her hands 
write of that foppish orange curl tumbling 
across his forehead like a corkscrewing 
comet
*  
she looks Heavenward for permanence 
she's attached to both these ideas
something ought to be ordained so she won’t he won't forget won't
forget to take the daily dust forget to make his love last make 
his children so she can pass down a lasting God 
she never looks down earth spins too fast 
nothing lasts certainly not 
this entanglement on his loveseat 
after he makes her   dinner & she just came here to talk 
certainly not his other flings his former meteors &
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she's a rock but he's a sphere                  
&  all the gravity is his she wants to dive be a temporary line           
her brilliance in the sky  
making him look up & know he’ll get                     
what he wishes for he always does but please don't                     
waste her
*
if she could travel far enough a bil-billion light-years maybe
dust tastes better there chances are repeated
what’s done undone & undone done she's unpackaged 
she turns right instead of left
she laughs & needs no cause 
she loves & she forgets 
fate           she cries without a critic &
she thinks infinity 
must stretch in all directions she remembers she 
cannot.
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SATURDAY NIGHT, PARADISE
With the patience of a yearling 
I watch you
as from the edge of a wooded road. 
Among familiar ferns and bramble, 
the spots of my anonymous flank 
blend with fallen leaves.
Hidden in a crowd 
of bystanders, fresh antlers punching 
through my forehead, I'm staring 
at your oncoming light. 
Boldly 
wearing wolf-claws, 
you draw me onto the asphalt
dance-floor.  I approach 
through your wall of wolf-scent; 
you smell the buck beneath.  
Enjoined, drumming 
down dawn in percussive solos
and counterpoint. You leave marks 
on my skin.  I don't know whether I itch 
with desire to be hunted again, 
or just in the raspberry gashes 
of a close call 
with a predator—a spreading rash 
which brings no pain and makes me 
wish for us 
to make a single beast of ourselves 
larger than the sum our skins. 
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ONE AND ZERO
I download your images,
not those professional snaps,
but the ones of you 
in front of your Web-cam, praying;
laughing;
no blue jeans.
Just little ones 
and zeros winging 
micro-bits down fiber-optics 
on the ocean shelf, 
as the original travels
city to city, 
shoot to shoot.
We are not likely 
to have that martini.  You've already had one
love in Boston.  Improbable
I could be another.  I am plain; 
you are plainly beautiful.
Such (im)probabilities
between zero and the one.
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COLUMBIA POINT SKY
Blink 
         and you’ll miss the sun
thrust 
over the islands
between here and Hull,      
a moment plain as a morning 
erection, 
so plain you forget it’s there 
every morning.  
The sun even slithers 
up your prone legs. 
*
Blink, a moment of winter
too cold for the gulls. 
They still kvetch 
as they dive and wheel     
hungry for what they spy 
in your hand.
* 
Blink, the 5:39 Delta for Houston 
skims over your head.
Is he on that flight, 
does he even work
for the airlines anymore?
*
Blink
the Campus Center collects itself, 
its concave facade 
a satellite dish for dawn.
Janitors' voices break your morning. 
You go outside to throw 
last night's French fries 
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one at a time
up to the wheeling gulls, 
and you'd swear (by the flapping)
they are messengers.
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YOU AND YOUR PERMISSION
No, I didn't call last night.
I’m a first-time caller.
No, I've never been on 
your show before.
You got me confused with some 
other Tom. There're plenty of us 
in Kwin-zee who follow football, 
I’m sure.   Go Pats!
So, we both got a raspy voice. 
What kinda proof is that?  
You try driving a school bus 
and see what you sound like.  
Yeah, I heard those guys 
They gotcha good. Nah,
Howard Stern didn’t put 
me up to this.  Swear to God!
No “ba-ba-booey!!!”, 
no six-second wait, 
no hitting your button,
no bleepin me.
  
So let me on, would ya?
How did I know 
about those six-seconds? 
All call-in shows have a delay, 
not just yours. 
You’re a pain in my ass—
is there anybody else I can talk to
or do you screen the calls 
every night? 
Cuz you’ve let on some real clunkers.
Listen, I don't need this hassle; 
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I just don’t need it, I get enough 
I tell you from tenth-graders 
and my old lady. I tell you
you're not the only game in town, 
you’re not, so you better smarten up.
If I stop calling you’ll have one less regular.
You ain’t getting any more 
with that hostile attitude, either.
Anyways, screw you and your permission.
I don't need to call your stupid 
talk show to hear myself on my TV.  
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AUTOPSIES
Do ruddy Lily Leaf 
Beetles love heaven? 
They must love Asiatic lilies more 
than life.  Do they mourn 
the obscurity of hothouse soil, 
the safety of a cargo container hitched 
to follow their treasured delicacy?
I snuff them 
with the height of each Spring,
commence another Memorial 
Day killing—scanning each lily leaf, 
pinching each carapace.
I pray for them, say mantras 
for auspicious rebirth 
as I pop them between fingerpads
like teardrop tomatoes between molars.
Each flowering ornament that I save 
costs a wage of ten dead beetles, 
twenty squished jelly eggs.
Our feud has consumed many Summers, 
battle enjoined when these emigrants 
devoured my grandmother's six-foot Tiger lilies.  
Forty-four years those ember coronets 
grew under rhododendrons.
Sixteen years I marked my growth, 
waiting to be taller than the Tigers—
lost in a month 
with the ascent of Lilioceris lilii.
They never leave remains.
The indigenous 
day lilies
—witness or conspirator— 
stand silent, spared, immune.
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TRICK
In Deception Pass Capt. Vancouver found 
what he'd thought his unbroken peninsula 
was really an island.  He ceded naming rights 
to Joseph Whidbey  (another deception.)  
I cross the pass, mind ten steps ahead of feet 
on the steel arched bridge which crosses the gorge. 
The tide goes out beneath the bridge.
A blue heron poses on one leg, deceptively
motionless, scanning the waters of the gorge.
It’s early yet for salmon to pass.  
The eagles of the gorge hunt in pairs.
I let go of the steel hand-rail,
follow the foot-trail—a brown ribbon which passing 
sneakers have worn among the lime-colored lichen 
and steel-blue starflowers—searching out 
a bald spot on the cliff on which to lie, close 
my eyes in the sun and stretch above the gorge 
like a hanging man,
one leg akimbo, one hand reaching
for yours.  Your hand isn’t mine 
to hold.   Not mine to undo
the buttons of my shirt, nor to unlace 
my shoes, nor to pull my belt out s l o  w
through the steel buckle and past
each denim loop.  Not mine.  
Can I be that secret between lovers—
the unspoken deception that gorges itself, 
passing through hands touching after dropping honesty, 
eyes that turn away, 
silence reflecting on beloved retinas.
Our deception would rise to the surface 
like the salmon who swim through this gorge. 
But I want your hand to be here, in this pass, 
across from the hunting heron, above the outgoing tide, 
under the eagles and the suspended bridge engorged 
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with sputtering steel cars and passing tourist chatter.  I want you 
to turn so the sun sets behind you,  to let me 
find flint, steel, and tinder inside you.
We'll strike a stolen spark in our hands.
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WINTER-MINT
An unexpected cold-front traps us 
in Philly; ice forms on the plane’s 
outstretched wings and oval windows 
as fast as the ground crew can clear it. 
The woman beside me squirms 
in her too-small cloth seat; we listen 
to the flight attendant swear 
that she’d rather be a sailor. 
A squall erupts two rows behind us;  
this kid is a thunderhead 
and a sheep caught outside in it. 
“He sounds like I feel,” my neighbor remarks.  
School vacation week and twenty people 
were left behind at Logan.  
Luggage stretches the overhead compartments, 
clutches us from beneath the seats 
as the ghost in the Japanese horror film 
on my in-seat movie screen.  I’m dragging 
a highly effective, prioritized, and habituated 
life in a distended black knapsack
across eleven air-filtered States.  
I want to escape the no-frills 
numbness of modern living.  
We’re squeezed like winter-mint toothpaste 
in an aluminum tube with leaking seams 
and a cap which jumps its track
and skips open whatever way we twist.
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STILL WRITING
to tell you of carnivorous snow 
the third week of April.  Surprised 
beech trees groan, crack—a woodwind 
wyrd of winter.  Their thrusting bayonet-
shaped buds might wish to crawl back inside 
their branches & wait for better months, if 
they could crawl, wish, or thrust.  The beeches 
stand with leaves ready to rocket; they’ve planned 
their next deep breath for months.  You planted 
that stand the year we converted this lodge.  Each climbing 
year and foot of growth, greater hosts of silver roots 
undercut your ever unperfected lawn.  Wily beeches 
taken, like me, by lies of a warm early April.  
Unprepared for cold devouring, death returning 
out of its time.  We forget this place 
is prone to unexpected frosts. The Katchina 
wind-chimes you brought from New Mexico 
to be my lullaby (you knew 
I never cared for your singing) clatter, clack—
an insistent chorus threatening to shatter 
against the French doors.  In need of saving.
No power in the house.
I refuse to roll over, refuse to stretch 
across our (my) mattress to grip the cold 
handle of the mag-light you always kept (I still keep) 
in the nightstand, choosing to dress in the dark. 
I can’t see nor can I fathom 
why no matter which way I arrange 
or rearrange my shoes, I keep putting
my left foot in the right one.  
Silly donkey, you’d have said.  
Other things here have changed: 
the dirt road that starts from our lodge 
running through your copse
and out to the main road 
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is newly divided into our driveway 
and asphalt street. Developers cut 
in, lot by three-acre lot: Mountain views! Clean air! 
Expansion of the tax-base, you’d have muttered, 
or More trees, less people.
Someone more in love 
with soft green seas than we 
will cut down the beeches. 
You won’t see them hewn, 
nor me, nor when the wind 
overtakes these clay chimes.
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POP-QUIZZES IN QUEER FAMILY HISTORY
Prueba 1
Zini calls his father Ésteban. 
He reveals (to Latino tricks)
that his father is from Madrid, 
and that this is why Zini is 
un gringo que habla español.
Yes, I learned it from my father Ésteban.
Cuando yo era niño, even.  
“Your accent is so beautiful, baby.”
Cállate. Chúpalo.
Ésteban did not teach Zini Spanish.
Both have forgotten shared languages.
But he taught Zini how to dribble 
sandcastles by tidepools 
on outgoing ebbs,
how wet sand pours 
through fingers like icing. 
The resulting towers 
looked like Gaudí spires
drip by drying drip.
Prueba 2
“Papá, tell me a story!”
Ésteban met Zini's mother 
on state-side holiday from España
when both were in college.
“When I met your mamá, Zini, 
I said to myself
I'm gonna fuck that girl.”
“Didn’t you love mamá?”
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“Claro. Yes. But the glue
to hold us together 
has not been invented.”
“When did you first fuck a guy, Ésteban?”
“I cannot tell you, Zini. 
You and your poems 
cannot be trusted.
But 1980 was a great year
to be young in the city, 
and queer.”
Prueba  3
1984 isn't great, no test yet 
but they have a better name 
for queer cancer.  
Ésteban instructs Zini 
to cover public toilet seats 
with two layers of paper, 
teaches him to grab door-handles with towels 
after washing his hands. 
On each non-custodial visit
more of Ésteban's friends are dead:
Chris, Terry, Greg, Ron, John, Mark, Steve, Rick, Ben, Tom, Mike, Mike, Skip, Buster, 
Fred, John, Tony, Jacques, Thomas, Miguel, Warren, Frank, Fitzwilliam, Patrick, 
Christian, Aaron, Phillip, Thierry, Devon, 
on and on and gone.  
Too many for father,
much less son, to count.   
Not everyone who dies 
is  adventurous, 
not everyone who lives 
is careful. 
But any one can be Ésteban—
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Zini senses this, 
knows to believe in a grace 
his father tries to abandon.
Prueba 4
Staying alive matters most.
Ten years later Ésteban is the cock 
of the AIDS Walk
the man with the clipboard, 
the refreshed drink, the microphone 
the donations, the Man 
who makes the Event.
Prueba 5
“You need some culture, m’hijo.”
In the Museum, 
Ésteban points out 
Marilyn Monroe and Soup Cans,
and Zini gets lost chasing 
Cows and Silver Linings.
Zini learns how to ruin 
a Parisian’s New Year Party: 
yell out to the room of inevitably black 
turtlenecks and blazers
that the duck is tough 
and cannot be cut.
Later in the bedroom 
where his father's roommate 
keeps only his clothes, 
Zini discovers manhood firsthand, 
sneaking Joe Orton’s Diaries 
from his father's bookshelf
and making an awful mess.
Zini doesn't understand 
why his mother and stepfather 
look at him from the sides 
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of their eyes when he tells them 
about Ésteban and Jean-Marc’s trips 
to Fire Island. Their eyes epoxied 
to the sideviews, they stay silent 
for the rest of the ride 
home from the airport.
Am I like him, 
or am I the only one 
who feels like this? 
If he is like me,
must I become my father?
Prueba 6
“Don't be silly, put a rubber on that willy.”
Zini learns this at fourteen, 
when his father sends rainbow 
condoms for the school trip. 
“French girls are a sure thing.
You need these.”
I was fourteen when I lost mine
to a fat girl. It was a dare, 
and I won.
Embarrassingly flaccid, 
Zini can’t manage to use one.  
When mamá finds them unopened 
in his suitcase she knows 
where they came from.
Prueba 7
“Bombay is best.”
Ésteban pours Zini's first martini. 
First of many queer firsts. 
He persuades a reluctant Zini 
into Thai food, calamari, octopus, 
always with a side of 
“you don’t have to like it, 
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but you have to try it.”
And sex tips:
“A warm moist hole
is a warm moist hole.
Just choose as you age.”
Because every story
needs its killer last line:
“I am a meat eater.”
Prueba 8
A piece of cake education 
means a piece of shit for brains.
Zini is second in his vanishing 
Catholic high school class.
Ésteban has come
to every Thanksgiving game of futbol americano.  
So supportive during Zini's tender years.
 
Ésteban returns for graduation 
and one his last bout 
with Michelangelo, 
and they don't call each other “roommate.”
Zini prays 
for God to tone his father down.  
Zini isn’t sure whether being gay 
is his father's fault or his own,
but blaming God is forbidden. 
Ésteban blames Zini's mother 
on behalf of both.
Shots of homemade grappa 
after the ceremony reveal all: 
Esteban has come as much for the boys 
on the field in their tight pants as for Zini.  
Zini cannot disagree.
Zini comes out to them that night. 
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The next morning, his father 
gives Zini another condom, 
this one clear.
Zini will spend decades 
letting go of his predisposition 
for “normal,” while wanting not to be 
his father's kind of queer.
Prueba 9
On this latest visit Ésteban confesses 
that he lately worries he is aging 
out of attractiveness;
men are such ruthless bitches.
Zini (and his hairline) relate. 
Zini realizes more of his own 
things are taken from Esteban:
a lack of convention;
arguments--irrefutable, of course;
cunning, crystal looks;
cement-white jaw; 
a laugh which requires the whole body; 
a love of Victor/Victoria 
and Lust in the Dust.
Prueba 10
“¿Te llamas...qué?
If you change your name, Zini,
Am I no longer your father?”
If Zini writes an untrustworthy poem,
(and circumstantial evidence is against him)
then he is the worthy son of Ésteban.
But not the height of the tale, 
nor the name on the binding,
are of consequence.
Nuestra sangre está hecha de historias.
Our blood is made of stories.
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